
Exploring Our Soul’s Pathway
Each of us is born with unique opportunities for personal 
growth and self-actualization. Yet, in the unfolding of 
our lives, we sometimes experience doubts and hurdles. 
Through powerful patented Hemi-Sync frequencies, Timeline 
takes us on a powerful inner journey through the early years 
of our current life, visiting significant past lives, and finally on 
to exploring future perspectives and possibilities.  
 

        September 4 - 10, 2021 

• Gain a greater understanding of your eternal nature and connection to others. 

• Experience the love-filled energy underlying all life and gain clarity in your life's purpose. 

• Create a new overview allowing you to navigate life while fulfilling your desired potential. 

Exploring what many refer to as "past lives" — along with other aspects of our own 

consciousness, we are guided to a new understanding of the origins of our current life 

situations. By healing and releasing the past we can create an opening to a more purposeful 

and fulfilling future.  

Gain Clarity, Perspective and Understanding 
Ultimately, you are led to move forward in time, meeting your future self, perceiving future 

events and receiving clarity about your purpose while gaining a new life overview. A new 

overview allows you to navigate life with the least resistance and maximum benefit. You are 

aided to realize new possibilities that can be optimized and accomplished with your remaining 

time in this life experience. Timeline’s methods and technologies help you upgrade at all levels.  

• Exploring other lives, experience and learn from adventures of other Selves in other times. 

• Discover talents and abilities from other lives and bring them to expression in this life. 

• Release limiting beliefs and emotional patterns that may have originated in other lives. 

• Understand and heal traumatic experiences from other lives. 

• Develop new levels of clarity and choices by experiencing an overview of multiple lives. 

• Better understand one's Total Self by experiencing your current life as a composite of 

resources and liabilities from other lives, creating a future of new possibilities.  

  
Tuition: $1,995.  (Includes all seminar activities, meals, lodging, and local airport/ferry pickup & drop-off) 
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